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ABSTRACT

APPORTIONMENT AND TACTICAL AIRPOWER IN AIRLAND BATTLE--AN EVALUATION OF CAS,
BAI AND AI FROM AN OPERATIONAL PERSPECTIVE. By Major Michael L. Combest,
USA, 55 pages.

This monograph examines the relative effectiveness of three key Air Force
ground support missions: Close Air Support (CAS), Battlefield Air
Interdiction (BAI), and Air Interdiction (AI). The costs and benefits
associated with each mission are examined in light of the missions ability to
influence the outcome of major operations and campaigns rather than local
tactical engagements.

The various missions are examined with respect to their ability to
disrupt enemy operations by delaying, diverting, and destroying forces. They
are also evaluated in light of the degree to which they complement or
supplement ground force power.

6 The study concludes that while there are no fixed rules to govern
apportionesent decisions, there appear to be some basic principles which one
can apply to the apportionment process regarding the relative utility of the
three stated missions.
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INTRODUCTION

FNIOO-5, the U.S. Army's keystone doctrinal manual, reduces

operational art to three basic functions. They are: (1) defining the military

condition to be produced to achieve strategic goals; (2) determining the

sequence of actions required to achieve that defined military condition; and

(3) determining how best to apply available resources to achieve the desired

military condition. The manual further explains that in applying available

resources operational planners will be required to make decisions affecting

the employment of air as well as ground forces. Indeed, as the manual states,

the Army's fighting doctrine "is called AirLand Battle in recognition of the
* 2

inherently three-dimensional nature of modern warfare" This doctrine

recognizes the fact that at the operational level land and air battles are

mutually supporting, inseparable elements of the theater commander's effort to

achieve operational objectives. Indeed, AirLand Battle doctrine is built upon

the assumption that mall ground actions above the level of the smallest

engagements will be strongly affected by the supporting air operations of one

or both combatants.
3

Through the apportionment of air assets operational level planners

determine how a significant--perhaps decisive--portion of a theater's combat

power will be applied. In order to apply that combat power most effectively,

planners must bring to the apportionment process an educated judgment built

upon a solid appreciation of how the various Air Force missions serve to

complement the power of ground forces. This appreciation, in turn, must

include a thorough understanding of the capabilities and limitations of three

of the basic *ground support' missions: Air Interdiction (AI), Battlefield Air

Interdiction (BAI), and Close Air Support (CAS).

4.



aWhen making apportionment decisions, planners will probably be working in

an environment marked by a limited amount of air resources and an unlimited

number of mission requirements. In this situation apportionment decisions

will be made with the knowledge that, given limited air assets, a sortie flown

in one category of operations is one less sortie available for another

category. For example, insofar as aircraft are multi-role, BAI applications

come at the expense of CAS and Al. Therefore, operational planners seek to

employ the limited air assets available in a manner that achieves maximum

effect from every sortie flown.

In seeking the most effective employment of available air resources,

planners must examine the relative merits--costs and benefits--inherent in the

various mission categories. At the operational level the merits of each

mission category are weighed in terms of influencing the outcome of major

operations rather than individual tactical engagements and battles; for it is

on the basis of desired operational rather than tactical results that the

planner makes his apportionment decisions.

This paper aims to examine the relative operational merits of the three

tactical air missions previously listed. Based on this examination, the paper

aims to provide some of the appreciation required for making apportionment

recommendations and decisions based on an educated judgment.

This paper will analyze each mission in light of its capacity for

thwarting the enemy's ability to conduct operations and facilitating the

conduct of friendly operations. Each mission will be analyzed in terms of

what it might be expected to produce. It will also be appraised based onEl" historical experience and proven performance. From this analysis conclusions

will be put forth regarding the employment of the various categories of air

missions in supporting the attainment of operational objectives.

2
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This study does not examine the utility of the three listed air missions

throughout the spectrum of conflict. It is primarily designed to examine the

impact of the stated mission categories in a mid-to-high intensity conflict

between relatively modern forces. The study is not designed to address the

use of airpower in a low intensity environment.

THE ROLE OF AIRPOWER

As Clausewitz observed, in war "one has to see the whole before seeing

each of its parts. "4  In this study the whole is the role of tactical air

operations at large and the manner in which they influence ground operations.

Each part is the individual mission category: BAI, Al, CAS. Me must begin,
O

therefore, with a brief examination of the 'Air' in AirLand Battle.

The first point to be considered in analyzing the role of airpower in

AirLand Battle is its function. Just what is tactical airpower supposed to

do? FIO0-5 states that the paramount "consideration in employing air forces

is gaining and maintaining the freedom of actio, to conduct operations against

the enemy. "5  Air Force Regulation 23-10 offers a somewhat more detailed

description by explaining that tactical air operations involve

*:. the employment of tactical air power..to..gain and maintain
air superiority...inhibit movement of enemy forces...seek out
and destroy enemy forces and their supporting
installations...land] directly assist ground or 2aval forces
to achieve their immediate operational objectives.

Friendly air forces help gain and maintain freedom of action by reducing

the effectiveness of the enemy's ground and air forces. They achieve this

reduction in effectiveness by restricting the amount of force the enemy can

bring to bear in any given engagement or battle, and by attacking enemy forces

in contact. In essence, airpower disrupts the enemy's ability to conduct

operations.

p3
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If the 'whole' of tactical airpower is disruption, the 'parts' are

diversion, delay, and destruction. Airpower disrupts an enemy's operations by

diverting valuable resources from critical points on the battlefield--in terms

of both time and space. It also disrupts operations by delaying the arrival

of men and materiel that are critical to sustaining operations. Lastly,

airpower contributes to the disruption of enemy operations by destroying the

sources of the enemy's combat power. This destruction may be aimed at those

systems that directly apply combat power or those systems that command,

control, and sustain the continued application of combat power.

In supporting ground operations, airpower may be used in one of three

ways. It may be used in a fashion that magnifies the power of the ground

forces it supports, i.e. in a supplementary fashion. It may be used in a way

that expands the power of ground forces, i.e. in a complementary fashion; or

it may be used in a fashion that offers some combination of supplementary and

complementary effects. To understand the difference between these concepts

one must understand the important difference between the terms supplementary

and complementary.

SUPPLEMENTARY...means increasing the effect of one weapons
system or arm with the similar effects of other weapons and
arms. For example, the effects of mortars and artillery may
reinforce or supplement each other in an integrated fire
plan. Engineers may enhance the protection of armored
vehicles by digging in those vehicles with engineer equipment.

CONPLEMENTARY...arms, by contrast, have different effects or
characteristics, so that together they pose a more complicated
threat, a dilemma for the enemy. The defender may place a

minefield so that it halts an enemy force at a point where
observed artillery or antitank fires can attack that enemy as
he clears the minefield. The defender has thus integrated the
different weapons to provi e a much greater effect than any
one by itself could achieve.

When used in a supplementary manner airpower adds to the combat power of

the forces being supported. It simply makes ground forces more powerful

ground forces. It does not expand the capabilities of those forces, it only

reinforces the capabilities already present.

4 4



When used in a complementary manner airpower multiplies and extends the

combat power of the forces being supported. It does so by bringing to the

battle capabilities which ground forces do not possess and exploiting the

characteristics unique to air forces. Complementary airpower serves to

combine with groundpower to offer the joint force commander an air-ground

system with capabilities that neither ground nor air forces alone possess.

Ideally, then, air power should be used to complement ground power to

accomplish theater objectives. Using airpower in a role that supplements

ground power should be the occasional exception.

To measure the relative merits of a given category of air mission this

paper will use four primary standards, namely: diversion, delay, destruction,

and finally disruption. Mission categories will also be examined in light of

the manner in which they complement rather than supplement ground power.

THE MISSIONS

An examination of the relative merits of the three stated mission

categories must necessarily begin with a definition of those missions. FM 101-

5-1 provides an official definition of all three:

AIR INTERDICTION--Air operations conducted to destroy,

neutralize, or delay the enemy's military potential before it

can be brought to bear effectively against friendly forces.
It is conducted at such distances from friendly forces that

detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and

movement of friendly forces is not required.

BATTLEFIELD AIR INTERDICTION--Air action against hostile

surface targets which are in a position to directly affect
friendly forces and which requires joint planning and direct

coordination. While BAI requires coordination in joint

planning, continuous coordination may not be required during

the execution stage.

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT--Air action against hostile targets that are

in close proximity to friendly forces and that requires
detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and
movement of those forces.

5



* Figure 1 ilustrates the relationship between these three missions and

ground formations.

FLOT F SCL

~----AS

AI

FL T F CL

* _____ CAS BAI AI
T ARGET Directly affecting friendly operations Indirect

bearing on
friendly opns

AREA In contact or close Either side of FSCL Beyond FSCL
proximity to friendly but not u/in close

forcesproximity of
V friendly forces

COORDINATION Detailed integration with Joint planning/coordination

focstcorps jAbov e corps

I evlI level

ONTROL Positive or Procedural INo control required

FIGURE 1

Source: Allied Tactical Publication-27 (B), p. 2-6

The two distinguishing characteristics associated with each mission are

category are distance from engaged forces and timeliness of effects.
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As stated, CAS is flown in close proximity to friendly forces. While

there is no fixed distance from friendly forces at which CAS becomes BAI, many

consider the outer limit of CAS to be the direct fire range of the unit

receiving the support. Some consider CAS to be any action directed against

targets visible to the unit being supported. Others say that air operations

flown close enough to the FLOT to put friendly troops at risk in the event of

a mistake--hence The requirement for detailed integration--qualify as CAS.

Since CAS is flown to support engaged units, its effects are expected to

near term. It is expected immediately to influence the outcome of an

. ~engagement.

BAI is flown against those targets which are operating on the

*battlefield but have not yet closed to such a distance that they can become

engaged in fighting. It is normally flown beyond the range of CAS and is

flown out to both sides of the corps established Fire Support Coordination

Line (FSCL).

Because BAI is flown against targets which are 'in a position' to affect

friendly forces, effects achieved will not be felt as immediately as those of

CAS. While BAI does not affect the immediate outcome of local engagements, it

does, in the near term, influence the outcome of large engagements and

battles. Essentially BAI affects the fortunes of enemy units already arrived

(or arriving) on the battlefield but not yet engaged.

Whereas BAI is designed to hinder the movement of forces withiRn the

battlefield Al is designed to hinder the movement of forces to the

battlefield. Hence it is normally flown beyond the limits of corps areas of

responsibility. Traditionally, the FSCL has been used to define the minimum

limits of Al. It has no maximum limits in terns of distance.

Because Al is flown against resources which are not yet in the area of

operations, it influences the battle indirectly. Because of its indirect

* .~ 7
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nature, its effects are not immediately felt. Often times the results of

effective Al operations are not felt until weeks or months later.

DIVERSION

Air power causes the enemy to divert critical resources away from the

battlefield by threatening vital assets that lie outside the area of immediate

operations. The results of operations designed to divert enemy combat power

may be seen in many forms. For example, diversion may take the fore of moving

anti-aircraft assets away from the front lines or it may result in a shift of

industrial priorities from tanks to interceptor aircraft.

Operationally significant diversion is a benefit associated almost

exclusively with interdiction operations. Specifically, diverting a

significant amount of actual or potential combat power is brought about

principally through Al operations, although BAI can achieve a

lesser,principally tactical, effect.

In World War II one of the most significant results of Al operations

against Germany was the requirement for enemy resources to be diverted from

the 'front line' battle to protect critical installations such as industrial

centers, fuel facilities, and transportation systems from aerial attack. This

diversion of resources was expressed in a variety of ways.

The ability to strike at critical elements of Germany's war making

effort caused the enemy to devote more industrial output towards air defense

than he would have had there been no serious air threat to those to those

vital systems. The allied bomber offensive against transportation centers,

military industries, fuel depots, and power plants required the Germans to

produce and use 20,000 flak guns that could otherwise have been used as anti-

- '% 9
tank guns. Had one half or even one quarter of those 20,000 guns been

available to German forces defending against the Normandy invasion or in the

B
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attack through the Ardennes the outcome of those battles might well have been

decidedly different.

Not only did AI operations divert industrial resources, they diverted

z. ammunition, men and critical supplies. Every round of ammunition fired at an

aircraft attacking a rail center in the enemy's rear was one that couldn't be

fired in the area of operations of ground forces. Every individual required

to man an air defense system protecting a rail junction or fuel depot was one

more man who wasn't available in the forward combat zone. Again, the German

experience in World War II testifies to the ability of effective AI operations

to divert valuable resources from the front lines. As Albert Speer explained

. ...we had to keep a million men at home to defend against
[allied air strikes] .... Other thousands of people were

*required as fire fighters and to repair damaged factories.
*,r Those men and munitions could have provided another 60 divisiBs

for use against Russia or to oppose your invasion in France.

Other sources are more conservative than Speer in their estimates of

forces diverted to deal with allied bombing. However, even the more

conservative of these place figures of diverted troops in the hundreds of

thousands.
11

Similar diversions were noted in Vietnam where labor forces devoted to

the maintenance and repair of North Vietnamese road and rail systems included

an estimated 500,000 troops and militia. Another 175,000 were dedicated to

the country's air defense system. These were troops who could very well have

'12
been in combat units if not diverted to these other tasks. 12

While a significant portion of these results were brought about by

strategic bombing, tactical air forces played a c ucial role in diversion
, .

- operations. In World War II, Korea, and Vietnam tactical air power was used

not only to reinforce the damage inflicted by strategic bombing, but also in

many cases as the principal means of conducting Al--especially in Korea and

-i 3

Vietnam. 1
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Even in short wars Al operations have demonstrated a capacity for

diverting large amounts of combat power away from the battlefield. In the Yom

Kippur War of 1973, the Israelis used AI to force the Syrians to divert vital

defenses away from the Golan heights to protect against Israeli air raids

being flown deep into Syrian territory.

Two days after the outbreak of hostilities, the Israeli Air Force (IAF)

began conducting large air raids against oil storage tanks, electric power

stations, oil terminals, and critical defense installations including the

Syrian Ministry of Defense. *The purpose of these raids was to...force the

Syrians to redistribute their air defense assets.' 14 As these strikes became

larger and more damaging, the Syrians were forced to divert badly needed air

defenses away from the battles on the Golan Heights. Thus, by diverting air

defense assets away from the battlefield, the Israelis were better able to

establish control of the battlefield both in the air and on the ground.
15

Except in rare circumstances, BAI and CAS do not divert significant

amounts of combat power from its intended use. The reason for this is quite

obvious. Since BAI and CAS are flown in the combat zone, they offer little

opportunity for diverting, indeed they are not designed to divert, forces away

from the battlefield.

Using air forces to divert essential enemy resources away from the

battlefield clearly illustrates the concept of using air power to complement

ground power. By successfully attacking important targets well to the rear of

the front line battle, Al visibly poses to the enemy the complicated threat,

the dilemma, that is the hallmark of complementary operations. The enemy must

either divert resources away from the front to counter the threat to his vital

installations, thereby detracting from the amount of force available to the

combat zone, or he must accept the damage inflicted on those installations.

10



DELAY

Air power influences ground operations by delaying the timely arrival of

critical forces and resources at the points on the battlefield where they are

needed. By delaying the arrival of a particular force, air power can greatly

hinder the ability to reinforce success or stave off failure.

The ability of air forces to delay the movement and distribution of vital

resources has proven to be of decisive importance both operationally and

tactically ever since World War II.

One unidentified German commander testified to just how decisively

airpower delayed efforts to move reinforcements to the Normandy beachead in

the 6ermans' desperate attempt to defeat the Allies' invasion of Europe.:

The tanks of one division left Abbeville by rail on 9 June
intending to make the trip to the front by way of Paris. The
locomotives were hit so many times by Allied fighter-bombers
that the tanks finally had to finish the journey by road. It
was not until 18 June that 80 of the 120 tanks that originally
started finally limped into the line around gumont, having
taken almost ten days to travel about 300 miles.

The commanding General of the 116th Panzer Division offers another

account of the decisiveness of the air force's ability to impede the timely

movement of forces:

... The superior enemy air force paralyzed every movement on
the battlefield, especially those C4 the tanks.
This...decisively delayed any 9 ick shifting and transfer of
reserves to the point of attack..

Field Marshal Von Rundstedt, commander in chief of Serman forces in the

West, noted that delays caused by the destruction of several key bridges

'devastatingly contributed to the halting of the Ardennes offensive.' 18

A.A. Sidorenko eloquently testifies to the ability to defeat Soviet type

offensives by delaying the arrival of the second echelon. According to

Sidorenko, the Soviets learned in the Great Patriotic War that

S
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...second echelons were the basic means of exploiting success
and conducting an attack at high rates and to a great depth.
Where they were weak or were not committed in time 9the attack
developed not only slowly, but even died down. (emphasis
added)

In the Korean War a massive interdiction effort forced communist forces

to limit any large scale movement of men and materiel to night. This greatly

cut the ability of both the North Koreans and Chinese to resupply and

reconstitute those units involved in the major offensives of June, 1950 and

the winter of 1950-51. In analyzing the Chinese attack across the Yalu, one

study concludes that *the constant attacks on the communist supply system and

the requirement to move at night over secondary roads..forced the enemy attack

to falter.
2 0

Similarly decisive interruptions in the timely delivery of fuel and

ammunition to Syrian forces were noted by UN observers on the 6olan Heights in

the 1973 Yom Kippur War.
2 1

Most analysts agree that the ability to delay the arrival of follow-on

forces and materiel will be even more important in future conflicts than they

,.$ have been in the past. As Air Vice Marshal N.J. Armitage noted, "the rapid

movement forward of enemy reinforcements and second echelon formations is

likely to be far more important to the advance than in any previous war. 22

In seeking to delay an enemy's follow-on effort one should, ideally,

attack the enemy's transportation system throughout the depths of both the

combat and communications zones. In war, however, the ideal tends to be the

exception rather than the rule. Given a limited amount of air resources and a

nearly unlimited number of requirements for airpower, operational planners

will be required to determine which air operations offer the greatest delay

per sortie flown. In seeking to retard the movement of forces and supplies,

planners will often be forced to chose between one or more of the various air

missions simply because there aren't enough resources to conduct delay

operations as completely as desired.

12
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In seeking to delay the arrival of enemy resources at a critical point

one may rule out CAS altogether. The reasoning is quite simple. By virtue of

the fact that CAS is flown against those forces already engaged in battle

* their arrival cannot be delayed. They are already home. Delay lies,

therefore, in the realm of Al and BAI.

To evaluate the ability of a given mission category to inflict delay on

the enemy, one must first determine what causes delay. One causes delay by

reducing the enemy's ability to transport a given commodity over a given

distance. This reduction in transportation capability is caused by damaging

either one or both of the two critical elements of a delivery system--the

transportation network itself or the instruments that use it.

One can damage the transportation network itself by attacking road

bridges, railroad bridges, rail switching terminals, airfields, highway choke

points, etc. One can damage the instruments that use the transportation

system by attacking highway convoys, trains and locomotives, transport

aircraft, barges and ships, etc.

To determine which air mission offers the greatest opportunity for

effectively delaying the enemy, one must understand the relationship between

the two stated elements of a transportation system and the distance from the

FEBA at which these elements are attacked.

To determine whether Al or BAI yields the most effective delay one must

examine the quality of the transportation infrastructure over which the enemy

moves his forces and supplies. If the infrastructure is well developed and

the enemy's transportation options are plentiful, BAI probably offers the best

chance of delaying the foe. If, however, the transportation is relatively

primitive and the enemy's transportation options are limited, AI probably pays

the greatest dividends.

13
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Figure 2 illustrates how, in a theater with a well developed

transportation system, one's movement options narrow as he loves closer to the

FEBA.

1C

,D

FIGURE 2

Assume that the enemy wishes to move a given force or quantity of supplies

from A-Town to X-ville. Between A-town and the RIPL, the enemy has 13

different routes/combinations of transportation modes available to him. If

one particular junction gets knocked out he can still bypass it with relative

ease. For example, if the enemy had planned on moving by rail from A-to-B-to-

*. C-to-D and by road from D-to-E-to-F-to-6, and C gets destroyed he can switch

to any one of 10 alternative routes and continue movement by either rail or

road.

14
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Notice, however, that the number of routes available to him decreases as he

approaches his destination. Once he passes E he must either go through F to

get to his final destination, X-ville, or take a long detour which involves

not only an increased travel time but the inevitable delays associated with

moving in and out of adjacent units' areas and transportation networks. Given

this situation, it is evident that attacking the enemy while he is in the BAI

bracket would be more effective and more efficient than attacking him at

ranges normally associated with AI. Graphically, the opportunity to delay an

enemy in a theater of this nature may represented as shown in figure 3.

LTC Steven Canby reflected the thoughts of some analysts when he

contluded that *the difficulty of blocking a dense transport net* with AI

operations using conventional munitions is so great that it will impose only

insignificant extra costs and delays to an attacking force.
2 3

Vulnerability
of the enemy
to delay

high

low

CAS BAI Al
(DISTANCE OF THE ENEMY FROM THE FEBA)

FIGURE 3
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As shown in Figure 4, in a theater with a very limited transportation

network routing options are few throughout the theater and do not tend to

decrease significantly as one approaches his destination.

FIGURE 4

The German Army recognized this early on in the 1941 Summer offensive
.. ' '

against Russia. Hence, deep interdiction was to be the preferred use of

airpower. According to General der Fleiger Paul Deichmann, *the 6erman

command realized at an early stage that during large-scale army operations [in

the Soviet Union] .... air action to prevent enemy movements to the front

represented a highly effective means to influence the course of combat

operations.* 24 The Germans quickly realized that, given the near primitive

"V nature of the Soviet's transportation network, Al operations could delay the

25
arrival of supplies and forces almost indefinitely.

Similarly, the British RAF was able to use Al very effectively in

preventing Rommel from bringing desperately needed resources into the battle

in North Africa because Axis forces were tied to their base of support by a

single, vulnerable supply route. Consequently, any damage done to that route
~26

anywhere in the theater could be bypassed only with great difficulty.
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6iven the evidence, one may conclude that the sophistication of the

enemy's transportation system is a factor of paramount importance when

selecting a mission category for delaying the enemy. One may state roughly

that as the transportation network supporting the enemy improves, the capacity

of AI operations to effectively delay him declines and the importance of BAI

operations increases. Again, CAS may be excluded from consideration

altogether.

DESTRUCTION

When reduced to the most basic level airpower influences a battle by

destroying things. It delays movement by destroying bridges and locomotives.

It causes assets to be diverted from the battlefield by destroying critical

installations. It disrupts the enemy's ability to sustain his efforts by

destroying command and control elements, supply columns, and troop trains. It

achieves air superiority by destroying aircraft and airfield facilities. In

the final analysis airpower gains its ability to influence the fight by

destroying or threatening the destruction of things and people.

To determine which of the three missions--CAS, BAI, or Al--should be

used to destroy the enemy's forces the following criteria will be used:
A.

efficiency and proficiency.

EFFICIENCY

The efficiency of any operation may be determined simply by comparing

the costs and gains associated with it. In the case of efficiency, the gain

is simply the number of enemy--peop!?, tanks, supply trucks, armored fighting

vehicles, etc.--destroyed. The costs may be measured in two currencies;

sorties flown and aircraft lost.

The enemy's susceptibility to destruction by air depends largely an two

factors: (I) his posture at the time of the air attack, and (2) the ease with
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which friendly aircraft can engage the target. The first factor, target

posture, depends largely on distance from the FEBA.

It may be considered axiomatic that as a target array becomes denser it

becomes more vulnerable. Indeed, dispersion is considered to be an absolute

requirement for survival on the modern battlefield.2 7 There is a natural

tendency to disperse forces as formations approach the battlefield. This

dispersion for survival reduces target density and makes an enemy force more

difficult and more expensive to destroy the closer it gets to the front. An

examination of combat forces in a typical Soviet division in the attack

illustrates the principle.

In a typical attack, a Soviet Motorized Rifle Division (MRD) would beI
*. arrayed as shown in Figure 5.

a,
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FIGURE 5
Source: FM 100-2-1, p. 5-20
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The seven reinforced Motorized Rifle Battalions (MR Bn) in the first

echelon are in an attack formation. They assume this posture at 300-1000

meters from the enemy. In the attack formation, a reinforced MR Bn with some

52 combat vehicles occupies about 840,000 square meters. This works out to a

density of .00006 combat vehicles per square meter.
28

About 20-25 kilometers from the FEBA the battalions of the division's

second echelon regiment are travelling in march formation. Travelling in

march formation the reinforced tank battalion with about 50 combat vehicles

takes up roughly 8,000 square meters of space. In this configuration, the

enemy offers a target with a density of .006 combat vehicles per square meter--

a one hundred fold increase in target density.
29

This increase in vehicle density may be extended beyond the division

level to army and front. For example, if the combat vehicles of a Front's

follow-on tank division are being railed forward for deployment, the target

density of that unit climbs to .10 combat vehicles per square meter while it

is loaded on the train--a target density 1,700 times greater than that shown

in the battalions at the FEBA.
3 0

Clearly, combat formations tend to become more tightly packed the

further one moves away from the FEBA. Thus, they become more lucrative and

cost effective targets for air forces. For example, a cluster bomb unit with

a kill radius of 800 meters dropped on a formation with a target density of .1

vehicles per square meter should be twice as effective as a cluster bomb with

the same kill radius dropped on a formation with a target density of .05

vehicles per square meter. From this particular aspect one may conclude that

in terms of enemy kills per sortie CAS is the least cost effective of the

three ground support missions. Furthermore, cost effectiveness tends to rise

directly as one moves from CAS to BAI to Al.

As with combat forces, support elements become more lucrative targets

the further to the rear one moves. This is brought about by the fact that
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there is, to a point, a direct relationship between the size of the support

unit encountered and the distance to the rear of the FEBA one moves. As one

moves further to the rear, he finds in ascending order battalion level CSS

units, brigade level CSS units, division level CSS units, corps level CSS

units, Army Group level CSS units, etc. Not surprisingly, one sees a dramatic

growth in the size of support units as he moves up the chain of command.

Again, the Soviet army in the attack serves as a good example. In the

attack a standard motorized rifle battalion (BMP) has a very limited CSS

element which is found about 5 kilometers from the FEBA. It consists

primarily of a supply platoon with 8 cargo trucks, 2 POL tankers with

trailers, and a mobile field kitchen.
3 1

A standard motorized rifle regiment (BMP) has a substantial CSS element

which is six times as large as that found at battalion level. It includes 30

ammunition trucks with trailers, 15 POL trucks with trailers, and 12

maintenance vans. The entire regimental CSS element consists of an ammunition

supply point, repair point, POL supply point, ra+tons supply point, medical

point, and vehicle collection point. 32 The regimental CSS structure is

normally found about 10 to 15 kilometers behind the line of contact.
3 3

A motorized rifle division (BMP) has a huge CSS element which may be

found from 20-40 kilometers from the FEBA. Central to this organization is a

34
supply dump with POL, ammunition, and rations. This structure includes no

. fewer than 189 general purpose cargo trucks--the majority of which are used to

haul ammunition, 80 POL trucks with trailers, and 40 maintenance vans. This

structure is over 30 times the size of the CSS structure found at battalion

level.
35

At army and Front level, CSS structures become enormous and relatively

fixed and are found as far as 100 kilometers behind first echelon divisions.
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Although there is no fixed army organization, a typical combined arms army may

field as many as 400 POL tankers and 600 general purpose cargo 
trucks. 3 6

One indication of the relative size and importance of the various CSS

elements discussed is the amount of POL handled and stored at each level of

command.
37

UNIT POL IN LOGISTIC BASE

Combined Arms Army 17,500 Metric Tons

Motorized Rifle Division 1,450 Metric Tons

Motorized Rifle Regiment 160 Metric Tons

Motorized Rifle Battalion 11 Metric Tons

As we know only too well in the American Army, the larger the support
0

unit, the lesser the mobility. These two factors combine to offer support

targets that, like combat forces, grow in density and inertia as one moves

away from the line of contact. 6iven this tendency planners may apply the

same rule of thumb to support elements that is applied to combat forces,

namely that in terms of kills per sortie efficiency potentially increases as

one moves from CAS to BAI to Al.

Another factor which affects the ability of air forces to destroy enemy

combat forces is the proximity of the enemy to friendly troops. In

determining the requirements for effective CAS, one Defense Department study

noted that the first condition to be met was that *the CAS aircraft must be

able to acquire targets quickly anu, in particular, differentiate enemy from

38
friendly forces.* The ability to make this distinction becomes increasingly

difficult as hostile units become intermingled in battle. Thus, delivering CAS

puts not only enemy but friendly forces at risk--especially in mobile



situations. As David Mcmillan correctly observed,

... in the zone of contact, missions against hostile units are
most difficult to control, are most expensive, and are, in
general, least effective. Targets are small, well-dispersed,
and difficult to locate. In addition, there is always a
considerable chance of striking friendly forces due to errors
in target designation, 3;rrors in navigation, or to the
fluidity in the situation.

As one moves away from the FEBA the likelihood of accidentally striking

a friendly unit diminishes rapidly. As the opportunity for fratricide

diminishes, so too does the requirement for *detailed integration of each air
40

mission with the fire and movement' of supported ground forces. This allows

greater freedom of action to the air forces as they attack the enemy. This

greater freedom of action results in a wider variety of attack options which

leads to more effective and efficient ordnance delivery. This, in turn,

increases the survivability of the attacking aircraft.

Another factor which must be considered in evaluating the cost

effectiveness of attacking enemy forces with air forces is the ability of

ground forces to do the same job. Using airpower to perform a mission that

*" can be accomplished by ground forces is a waste of a valuable resource.

Attacking hostile units in contact is one example.

Ideally airpower should be used to complement the power of supported

ground forces. Normally, CAS does not fill that role. When used in a CAS

role, airpower simply reinforces the effects of two ground force elements,

artillery and aviation.

With the development of advanced combat helicopters ground forces have

gained the capacity to provide their own organic close air support. Aviation

elements organic to the Army provide ground forces with a fully capable,

responsive, all weather close air support force. A comparison between the

Army's AH-64 attack helicopter and the Air Force A-10 illustrates the point.
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In an excellent study done at the Air Command and Staff College, William

Blacklund examined the degree to which the U.S. Army could provide its own

CAS. In examining the issue, he compared the AH-64 to the A-10 in several key

41
areas.

AH-64 A-10

Sorties per day 6 4
Turn around time .3 hours 1.7 hours
Ordnance load 5045 lbs. 3312 lbs.
loiter time 2.5 hours 1.7 hours
All weather yes no
kills per sortie 34 10
(Max possible)

Based on this and other data the study concludes that the AH-64 is twice

as capable as the A-10 of providing CAS to ground forces. Noting the

capabilities of the AH-64 and the numbers of platforms available to corps and

division commanders, the study concludes that the U.S. Army is currently

capable of fulfilling 87 percent of its own CAS needs. 6iven this capability,

routinely using air forces in a CAS role is not cost effective.

When providing CAS for units in contact, airpower exhibits many of the

"V characteristics of field artillery: It delivers large amounts of heavy

ordnance in short periods; its ability to deliver fires is relatively

independent of the terrain on which the immediate battle is being fought; and

fires are delivered from "over the top" of engaged forces. So similar are the

characteristics of CAS and artillery fires, that throughout modern history CAS

is frequently referred to as 'flying artillery'. Because of the similarity of

the effects of the two systems, it may be accurately claimed that here too CAS

supplements rather than complements ground power.

Prior to World War II the 6ermans recognized the inefficiency of using

airpower to perform an artillery mission--providing fire support to engaged

23
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forces. The Luftwaffe's field service regulation, Air Field Manual Number 16,

strictly forbade the use of airpower in artillery roles. Paragraph 32 of the

Field Manual stated that, "Air action within the range of friendly artillery

is only justifiable in cases where the artillery is unable fully to accomplish

.43its mission. °  This restriction cane about not because of a 'turf battle'

but because the German high command realized the futility of needlessly

putting air resources at risk to accomplish a task that could be accomplished

by organic artillery assets. The Israelis learned the same lesson after

examining the results of the Yom Kippur War.
4 4

As stated earlier one of the measurements of a mission category's

destruction efficiency is the number of aircraft lost per enemy killed. The

* dominant factor in determining the number of aircraft losses is, quite

S'. obviously, enemy air defense. In modern warfare, the most dangerous aspect of

an opponent's air defense is the ground based air defense network.

In the Yom Kippur War, for example, the Israelis had 102 aircraft shot

down. Of those only five were lost in air-to-air combat, the balance being
'. '

.',-. 45
lost to ground based air defenses. In the Falklands fewer than 25% of all

aircraft losses could be attributed to air-to-air engagements, the remainder

being the result of surface-to-air systems. In fact, all British Harriers

47
.1 lost in combat were shot down by ground based air defenses. Although the

Israeli experience in their 1982 invasion of Lebanon was contradictory to the

established and growing supremacy of surface-to-air systems, the

circumstances associated with this operation were unique to that particular

situation. Thus, it would be a mistake to apply lessons learned about the

relationship between air support and air defense from this experience.
48
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An examination of the surface-to-air threat associated with a

representative Soviet army clearly illustrates the magnitude of the ground

based threat to friendly air forces. Robert D. Rasmussen examined Soviet air

defenses and concluded that ground based defenses achieved an effect equal to

557 F-15s and F-1s in the 'air superiority configuration' flying overhead

protection 100 percent of the time!
4 9

A.A. Sidorenko notes that

The equipping of the air defense troops with modern armament
permits organizing an antiaircraft defense which is capable of
assuring the attacking troops freedom of maneuver and combat
action and repelling enemy air strikes and thereby creating
the necesiery conditions for the successful conduct of the
offensive.

* Given this powerful air defense system, Sidorenko concludes that

The means of troop air defense have now become qualitatively

different. Their basis is the antiaircraft missile and
antiaircraft artillery caoplexes Oich coordinate with the
rocket-carrying fighter-interceptor. (emphasis added)

As the enemy's air defense strength increases in terms of numbers,
.

mobility, and capability the number of friendly aircraft losses can be

expected to rise and efficiency fall. Not surprisingly, there is an inverse

correlation between air defense strength and distance from the FEBA.

Figure 6 shows the layout of the air defense network of a typical Soviet

a.,. combined arms army or tank army in the attack.

", SEE FIGURE 6 NEXT PAGE
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FRONT AND ARMY ASSETS
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Source: Soviet Army Operations. Department of the Army, 1978. p. 5-27

This figure clearly demonstrates the 'front loading of air defenses.

From 0 to 30 kilometers from the FEDA attacking aircraft are confronted with

no fewer than 6 types of mobile SAN/AAA systems consisting of 696 missile-

52
launchers and over 90 anti-aircraft guns (including the SA-7 and ZSU-23/4).
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However, from 35 to 50 kilometers from the FEBA air forces face only 3 types

of SAM systems with approximately 164 missile-launchers.5 3  The number of

highly mobile ZSU-23/4s and SA-7s decrease significantly as one moves away

from the FEBA, and they largely disappear at about 30 kilometers from the

S FEBA. At the front one also encounters the tremendous number of automatic

weapons associated with maneuver units. For example, a single motorized rifle

division has no fewer than 350 machineguns that can be used in an air defense

role.
54

One also finds that the mobility of the air defense systems decreases as

he moves further to the rear. For example, the SA-2 and SA-4 are much less

1% mobile than the SA-6, SA-8, and the ubiquitous SA-7.5 5

There is an inverse correlation between the density and mobility of

enemy air defenses and distance from the FEBA. This correlation may generally

be expressed in relationship to CAS, BAI, and AI. As one moves through the

areas normally associated with CAS, BAI, and Al he encounters a progressively

less capable air defense network. In this instance capability is defined in

terms of quantity, mobility, and variety of coverage.

It is important to recognize that aircraft are at their greatest risk

when they are 'working', i.e., delivering ordnance, in a given air defense

environment. This requires slowing down to identify and locate targets,

assuming the profile necessary for hitting the target, and coordinating with

local ground forces as necessary. Simply 'making a run' through an air

defense system is such safer. One can go as low (or high) and fast as

necessary and concentrate soley on enemy air defenses. Thus, making a run

through the heavy air defenses at the FEBA to get to the comparatively safe

areas in the rear is not nearly as dangerous as attacking targets near the

FEBA. 56
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The implication of thi9 relationship is quite clear. Friendly air

forces tend to stand a greater chance of being shot down providing CAS than

they do providing BAI. They "end to stand a greater chance of being shot down

providing BAI than they do providing AL

One must recognize, however, that while this principle is generally

sound, critical installations will probably be heavily protected no matter

where their location.

PROFICIENCY

In addition to the efficiency with which enemy forces are destroyed,

mission categories can be rated on their simple ability to kill 'things',i.e.,

their destructive proficiency.

. Given the evidence presented thus far, one would expect airpower's

, ability to kill combat vehicles operating close to the FEBA to be very

limited. Such an expectation is well founded. Emperical evidence gained over

the last half century indicates that airpower is notoriously poor at killing

armored fighting systems close to the FEBA. The effects achieved by the

Israeli Air Force (IAF), one of the world's premier 'tank killing' air forces

illustrates the point.

In the 1967 Arab-Israeli War the Israelis achieved absolute air

supremacy in the first few hours of the conflict by destroying opposing Arab

air forces on the ground. Given this air supremacy, the IAF was able to roam

the skies freely and attack at will the hapless, undefended Arab ground

formations. Even in this ideal environment, the IAF accounted for fewer than

V57

15 percent of enemy armored vehicles killed.57

.', Seven years later during the Yom Kippur War, the Israelis were forced to

fight without absolute air superiority, especially during the initial days of
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the conflict. During this conflict the IAF accounted for only 2 percent of

the armored vehicles killed or seriously damaged. 58 Interestingly, some 18

59
p percent of armored vehicle kills could be attributed to artillery. Following

the 1973 War the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) concluded that in a CAS

environment airpower was an ineffective anti-armor weapon. Based on their Yom

Kippur experiences the IDF advocated the acquisition of helicopters for use in
}:'* 60

an anti-armor role. They also more than tripled the amount of artillery in

the ground forces from 300 guns to almost 1000 guns as a result of the lessons

learned about CAS in 1973.61

It is interesting to note that in the Israelis' 1982 invasion of Lebanon

fully 60 percent of armored vehicles destroyed were killed by helicopter
~62

gunships.

Airpower used in an anti-armor role at the front is ineffective for many

of the same reasons that it is inefficient: the enemy's combat forces are

dispersed for tactical deployment; often times these forces are intermingled

with friendly forces and indistinguishable to a pilot moving at hundreds of

miles an hour; and potential targets are frequently obscured by smoke and are

often indistinguishable from targets already killed.

Moreover, it is at the front that armies deploy air defense assets in

their greatest strength. The threat posed by these modern air defense

networks makes the concept of multiple passes obsolete. As the U.S. learned

in Vietnam and the Israelis learned in 1973, aircraft flying CAS in a high

threat air defense environment will probably be limited to a single pass in
63

the same target area if they expect to survive.

.5, Another significant reason for the apparent lack of effectiveness of

%: airpower in killing armored vehicles lies in the nature of the beast being

killed. As was learned and relearned in World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and the
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Arab-Israeli Wars an armored vehicle virtually requires a direct hit to be

destroyed. The fragmentation and concussion caused by any but the largest of

- bombs will normally result in minor, temporary damage to armored vehicles--

unless the vehicle is directly hit. On the other hand, unarmored or lightly

armored systems are very susceptible to being heavily damaged by these

effects.
64

Just as experience tends to demonstrate that airpower is largely

ineffective against tactically deployed armored vehicles, it has clearly

demonstrated that it is very effective against armored vehicles that are in

travelling formations such as march columns or in a semi-deployed posture as

in assembly or bivouac areas. It is also proven to be very effective in
01

destroying the thin-skinned vehicles that sustain the armored vehicles.

Again, the Israeli experience is illustrative.

As mentioned earlier, in 1967 only 15 percent of Arab armored vehicles

destroyed were killed by the IAF. Almost all of these kills were in a march-

column configuration.6 5  .Nearly all of (the Egyptian) vehicles destroyed by

air action were caught on the Sinai tracks in the course of the general

retreat towards the (Suez) canal.' Similarly, "the most dramatic and

effective use of aircraft against armor to date*, occurred when an entire

Jordanian armored brigade was destroyed en route from Jericho to Jerusalem.

In the Yom Kippur War this experience was repeated. The vast majority

of the 2 percent of armored vehicles destroyed by the IAF were killed while in

convoy. For example, the IAF destroyed an entire Iraqi division while it was

moving to the battlefield.6 8  Likewise, in the Sinai and on the Golan Heights

' the bulk of armored vehicle kills attributed to the IAF were inflicted on

69units in some sort of travelling formation. What proved to be the most

vulnerable elements of the Arab war machine, however, were the soft-skinned

support vehicles.
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Support vehicles and systems are more susceptible to destruction by air

than armored fighting vehicles for several reasons: They tend to travel in

tighter packages; they are susceptible to damage by near misses; and they tend

to move in areas with relatively (compared to combat vehicles) porous air

defense umbrellas.

Results of air operations in a variety of conflicts testify to the

effectiveness of air in an anti-support role. In the Korean War the American

Air Force destroyed 82,000 support vehicles as opposed to only 586 tanks. 70 In

Vietnam, so many enemy trucks were destroyed as a result of interdiction

,a' efforts that in the period 1970-1972 only 16 percent of the supplies that

entered the Ho Chi Minh Trail supply network made it through to the-units in

• 71
the South. In the Yom Kippur War, the Israelis quickly realized that Arab

supply columns moving behind the armored formations were particularly

vulnerable to air attack. These columns of vital vehicles quickly became the

priority for the IAF.
7 2

Just as interdiction proved to be very effective against the sustainment

effort, so too has it proven to be effective in destroying the command and

control systems necessary to conduct major operations. For example, during

the summer months of 1944 an intensive allied interdiction effort was waged

against German forces in Italy. The interdiction operation destroyed a large

portion of the German command and control network and proved to be a decisive

factor in the ground offensive that followed. This destruction of command and

control facilities 'greatly hindered, and at times paralyzed, the direction of

the battle, especially at the Army and Army Group level.' 7 3

Lieutenant General Gerhard Schwerin, C6 of the 116th Panzer Division at

Avranches in August of 1944 noted that,

*The superior enemy air force paralyzed every movement on
the battlefield... (and)decisively impeded the command of the
conflict on and be9 4nd the front by destruction and crippling

of technical means.-
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,A In 1973 the Israelis found that attacking the command and control

facilities of the Arab's ground based air defense system proved more effective

than attacking individual delivery systems.
75

An examination of a Soviet division in the attack shows that the

majority of command and control targets are to be found at ranges from the

. FEBA normally associated with BAI. In an attack, regimental Main Command

Posts (CPs) will be up to 5 kilometers from the FEBA, as will division Forward

cps. Division Main CPs will be up to 15 kilometers from the FEBA, while the

division Rear CPs will be up to 30 kilometers from the FEBA. 7 6  Army and Front

level CPs will be even further to the rear.

The susceptibility of these headquarters to destruction by air attack
01

can be discerned by examining the equipment assigned to them. For example, a

motorized rifle division headquarters has a total of three lightly armored

vehicles in the form of the BTR 50-P. The remainder of the 56 vehicles are

trucks and trailers. This critical element is protected by a total of 6 SA-7

shoulder fired SA~s. There are no ZSU 23-4s available to the division

headquarters.
7 7

Putting all of the evidence together one may conclude that in terms of

simple destruction airpower has limited utility in a CAS role. Furthermore,

the destructive potential of airpower increases significantly as one moves

away from the FEBA and into the areas normally associated with BAI and Al.

DISRUPTION

All of the issues discussed in this paper thus far have centered around

the one standard that must ultimately be used to measure the merits of the

three mission categories being examined. That standard is disruption. In the

final analysis, a given mission category must be measured on its ability to

woo)
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disrupt or materially contribute to the disruption of enemy operations. As

was stated early on, diversion, delay, and destruction are but parts of a

larger equation. As was also stated in the beginning, planners at the

operational level will base apportionment decisions on the ability of a

particular mission category to disrupt the enemy's operational activities

rather than influencing local tactical fights.

6iven the evidence presented thus far one would expect to find that, at

the operational level, CAS is the least disruptive of the three ground support

,1 missions. Such an expectation is well founded.

Unlike BAI and AI, CAS neither delays nor diverts enemy resources from

the battle at hand. By definition, CAS influences only those enemy forces

that have already joined the fight. Its sole function is destruction of

engaged enemy forces. Thus its effects are local and its ability to influence

-i* operations throughout a theater or zone of operations is very limited.

BAI on the other hand achieves the effects of both destruction and

delay, and to some degree diversion. Its effects are not limited to the

locale of the air strike but may be felt across a significant portion of the

battlefield. By the nature of its design--it is designed to disrupt

A: operations on the battlefield--it effects mainly corps level operations and

belIow.

Al achieves the effects of destruction, delay, and diversion. Because

it is conducted deeper than BAI and is designed to disrupt the flow of forces

to the battlefield the effects of successful Al operations are felt throught

the zone or theater of operations.

* - Because BAI is a newly established as a separate category of air

operations, it is difficult to distinguish between purely AI and BAI
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operations when analyzing past conflicts. There is, however, ample testimony

to the decisive effectiveness of disrupting the movement of critical resources

to and within the battlefield.

In World War II the 6ermans learned all too painfully just how decisive

4interdiction operations could be in modern war. The observations made by

Field Marshal 6erd Von Rundstedt attest to how well airpower can disrupt an

enemy s operations. In the fight for the Normandy beaches it was, stated Von

- Rundstedt,

4all a question of air force, air force and again air force.
"- The main difficulties that arose for us at the time of the

4 invasion were the systematic preparations by your air force;
the smashing of the main lines of communications, particularly
the railway junctions. We had prepared for various

*eventualities...that all came to nothing or was rendered
impossible by the destruction of railway communications,
railway stations, etc. The second thing was the attack on the
roads, on marching columns, etc., so that it was impossible to
move anyone at all by day, whether a column or an individual,
that is to say, carry fuel or ammunition. That also meant
that the bringing up of the armured divisions was also out of
the question, quite impossible.

Major General Fritz Bayerlein, commander of the Panzer Lehr division at

Normandy, testified to the debilitating effects of interdiction operations

when he noted that during one attempt to move his division to the fight,

The first air attack came about half past five that
morning...By noon it was terrible; my men were calling the
main road.. .a fighter-bomber racecourse... by the end of the
day I had lost forty tank trucks carrying fuel, and ninety
others. Five of my tanks were knocked out, and eighty-four
half-tracks, prime-movers and self-propelled gun 9  These were
serious losses for a division not yet in contact.

Similar observations are readily found in the writings of German

commanders in North Africa, Italy, and Russia. From Rommel's Afrika Korps to

Vietinghoff's/Herr's Tenth Army in Italy to Manstein's Army Group South in

Russia the same message is found repeatedly. It is through the disruption of

movement to and within a battlefield that air contributes decisively to the

outcome of campaigns and major operations.
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Omar Bradley, commanding general of the 12th Army Group, observed that

In a campaign involving great distances and rapid movement,
the means to limit or deny supplies and restrict maneuver in
the battle area constituted one of our most decisive weapons.
With this weapon, air power made a valuable contribution
towards aw5 eleration of the land battle.(emphasis in the
original)

In Korea and Vietnam interdiction operations so disrupted the ability of

the communists to sustain forces in the field that the enemy could field but a

fraction of his potential warfighting capability. In Korea "the Chinese

Communist Army was stalemated with more than 1,000,000 reserve troops who

could have been thrust into the battle to break the stalemate.* 8 1  It was the

ability of massive Allied air interdiction operations to cripple the attempted

@ movement and sustainment of large formations that convinced Chinese leaders

'.' , 82
not to deploy these forces.

Only after the termination of U.S. interdiction operations could North

Vietnam employ all 20 or so divisions it had at its disposal in the war

against South Vietnam. Prior to the end of U.S. involvement the North

Vietnamese were only able to support half of their 20 division force in the

South. The principal factor in limiting the number of forces the North

Vietnamese could sustain was the interdiction effort of the U.S. Air Force.8 3

In the aftermath of the 1973 War the Israelis found that it was their

interdiction effort that had paid the highest dividends in that desperate

struggle. On the 6olan Heights, for example, over 25 percent of all abandoned

84
tanks had simply run out of fuel. So effective was the Israeli interdiction

effort that many observers concluded that the Syrian advance was not repelled;

,.'- 85
it simply ran out of steam.

The few UN observers, still trapped in their bunkers on the
cease-fire line, for instance, saw little fuel or ammunition
coming up behind the armor. The Israeli Air Force had
destroyed it. The Syrians did not dare to bring up theirIJ
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convoys of ammunition trucks and fuel tankers by day. But as
...night fell, the roads behind the Syrian lines were jammed
with these vulnerable convoys.86 They became the priority

targets for the Israeli Skyhawks.

In his excellent work Numbers, Predictions and War Trevor N. Dupuy

concludes that interdiction operations are three times as lethal as CAS and

much more capable of affecting the outcome of battles and engagements.8 7 Dupuy

found that in World War II only 5 percent of engagements were materially

influenced by CAS. On the other hand interdiction proved decisive in at least

25 percent of the engagements studied. Dupuy continues to say that evidence

-suggests that a sustained interdiction (effort) yielded six times as much

88result as a close support effort... Other analysts go even further and

* claim that it is a mistaken belief that "the salvation of outnumbered and

outgunned armies lies in close air support,... History provides not one single

instance of the (decisively) successful defensive use of close air support.'
89

Most analysts would not go so far as to deny any decisive use of CAS, but do

agree that the circumstances wherein it has been decisive are the rare

exception.

The bulk of historical experience seems to indicate clearly that

interdiction missions, both AI and BAI, are much more effective at disrupting

large scale enemy operations than is CAS.

This does not mean that CAS has no role to play in the conduct of major

operations and campaigns. As was learned in the early stages of the Korean

War, CAS may be the only means of countering attacks where the enemy achieves

near absolute surprise and/or overwhelming superiority in numbers and

firepower. 9 0 When faced with a situation similar to that faced by the Israelis

on the 6olan Heights in 1973, wherein Israeli ground forces were so

maldeployed that air support was the only thing standing between the IDF and

defeat, the use of massive amounts of CAS was perfectly justified--regardless
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of the efficiency or effectiveness. 91CAS is perfectly suited to provide the

F4

fire support necessary during the initial stages of amphibious, airborne, and

92
air assault operations.

As a rule, however, CAS does not yield the necessary returns to make it

a profitable investment of limited air resources. As William Dalecky

observed, planners must take every effort to avoid the trap of tying "the

conduct of the air war to the fortunes of maneuver units in contact with the

enemy. 93

CONCLUSION

4

Over 75 years ago Captain C.J. Burke of the British Army observed that

The aeroplane is a weapon of war... .the use of which we have
not completely gauged, the value of which we have not fully

appraised. So utterly unaccustomed are we to reckon with it
in studying war, that we fail to realise its possibilities-
fail to realise that success or failure in war ma 44'n the
future depend on this, the latest weapon forged by man.

Although three quarters of a century, two world wars, and countless

lesser conflicts have passed since Captain Burke's remarks the question of how

best to realize the disruptive potential of airpower remains unsolved and a

matter of significant debate. In both NATO and American doctrine, for

example, 'there is no priority assigned to any particular role (for airpower),

and one of the most controversial questions appearing now in (professional)

literature is the priority to be given to the various roles. 95

'

Based on an analysis of past experience and current capabilities, one

can apply to the apportionment process some 'rules of thumb' for prioritizing

the various roles of tactical airpower.
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The first 'rule of thumb' is ironclad. The paramount consideration to

be brought to any apportionment decision is an understanding of the

operational effects to be achieved by airpower. It is from this consideration

that all other planning considerations spring. If an operational planner

understands this, he has half of the battle won. Only with this understanding

can he correctly prioritize the employment of available air forces in an

operationally decisive manner.

In determining which of the TACAIR missions to prioritize the

operational planner must determine what single effect or combination of

effects he expects to achieve through the application of his airpower. As

stated earlier, the ultimate goal is the disruption of enemy operations. The

particular elements of disruption are delay, diversion, and destruction.

In seeking to delay the arrival of critical enemy resources at the

front, one is limited to Al and BAI. If air resources are plentiful and the

*. enemy can be attacked through the depth of the zone of operations AI and BAI

should both be used to impede the movement of the enemy. This, however, is

rarely the case and one must often choose between one or the other. Several

factors determine which of these two missions is appropriate for delaying the

enemy

If the enemy is supported by a sophisticated transportation network BAI

will probably be more effective than AI in delaying his movements. However,

if he is moving over a relatively primitive transportation system it is

probably advisable to attack him as far to the rear as possible since his

opportunities for bypassing critical junctures are limited.

In diverting enemy operations AI is clearly the preferred mission.

Because BAI and CAS are flown in the combat zone, they do little to divert

resources away from the battle. One must keep in mind, however, that BAI and
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CAS can cause the diversion of tactical forces by threatening the success of

what the enemy perceives to be decisively important engagements and battles.

In destroying the enemy BAI and Al offer great rewards in terms of both

efficiency and effectiveness. Interdiction operations attark the enemy when

he is most vulnerable, when he is massed. They also attack the most

vulnerable enemy assets: the soft-skinned support and command and control

systems that are vital to sustaining any fight. Additionally interdiction

operations are conducted in those areas where the enemy's air defense umbrella

is the weakest.

In the area of operations normally associated with BAI one tends to find

the majority of command and control systems of both tactical and operational

level units. Here, too, are found the bulk of the deployed support nodes that

sustain forces engaged in the fight. In the AI zone one tends to find

formations and units at their most vulnerable. While travelling on trains,

for example, tactical units present target arrays that are nearly 1,700 times

as dense as those tactically deployed at the front.

It may also be stated, as a general principle, that interdiction

operations--both BAI and Al--complement ground power while CAS supplements

it. By striking at areas of the battlefield which are beyond the reach of

ground forces, airpower confronts the enemy with problems that simply cannot

be generated by army elements. On the other hand, by routinely striking at

areas of the battlefield that can be ranged by artillery and attack

helicopters airpower simply reinforces the effects of systems organic to

ground forces.

History tends to show that this supplemental use of airpower should be

the rare exception rather than the accepted rule. For CAS puts at risk

extremely valuable weapon systems but, from an operational perspective,

achieves very marginal returns on investment.
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There are, however, situations for which CAS is the best, perhaps the

only answer. CAS may be required to compensate for a lack of artillery or

attack helicopters. It is ideally suited to perform as an economy of force

fire support system. In the larger picture, however, "close support must be

the exception rather than the rule.
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APPENDIX A: RECOMMENDED READIN6

Several studies offer a picture of the relative costs and benefits associtated

with CAS, BAI, and AI. Some deal with the tradeoffs in a particular

historical context while others offer a more theoretical approach. Among the

better of these studies are:

A. *The 'Air' In AirLand Battle' by James B. Henderson. This is an

unpublished master's thesis completed at the U.S. Army Command and General

Staff College, Fort Leavenworth Kansas. Henderson offers a broad analysis of

&the various TACAIR missions and a good look at the Air Force's available

aircraft and ordnance.

B. "Battlefield Air Interdiction In the 1973 Middle East War and

Its Significance to NATO Air Operations' by Bruce A. Brant. This is an

unpublished master's thesis completed at the U.S. Army Command and General

Staff College, Fort Leavenworth Kansas. Brant provides a comprehensive

analysis of the air effort in the Yom Kippur War. In addition to BAI, he

looks into the effectiveness of CAS and AI.

-.

C. "Battlefield Air Interdiction By the Luftwaffe At the Battle of

Kursk--1943" by William J. Dalecky. This is an unpublished master's thesis

completed at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth

Kansas. Dalecky offers an in-depth look at how the use and misuse of airpower

affected the outcome of perhaps the pivotal battle on the Eastern Front of

A Europe in World War II. Of particular interest is the similarity of the

lessons drawn by Dalecky from Kursk and those drawn by Brant from the Yom

Kippur War fought some 30 years and four generations of aircraft later.
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D. Air Power In the Nuclear Age, 1945-82: Theory and Practice by

Air Marshal M.J. Armitage and Air Comodore R.A. Mason. This book provides a

broad look at the continuous--and sometimes discontinuous--development of

airpower. Of particular interest is the section on Soviet airpower. Perhaps

the best part of the work is its excellent bibliography.
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APPENDIX B: AIRCRAFT CAPBILITY

For a good examination of the capabilities and characteristics of the Air

Force's various aircraft see:

1. Student Text 100-2: U.S. Air Force Basic Data (U.S.
Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth
Kansas, 1985), appendix B.

2. Offensive Air Support Mission Analysis, Volumes I-III.
(U) (SECRET), (Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base Ohio, 1977)

3. "The Air In the AirLand Battle',James Henderson (U.S.

Army Command and General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth Kansas, 1982 pp.49-54.

An examination of these documents shows that the following aircraft are

capable of conducting CAS, BAI, and Al in some combination:

F-4--CAS, BAI, AI (truly a 'jack-of-all trades' aircraft)

F-15--CAS, BAI, Al (primarily an Air Superiority Fighter)

F-16--CAS,BAI, AI (truly a 'jack-of-all trades' aircraft)

F-111--CAS,BAI, Al (primarily a deep interdiction bomber)

A-IO--CAS, BAI (primarily a CAS aircraft)**

A-7--CAS, BAI (primarily a CAS aircraft)

**Although designed exclusively for the CAS role, many studies have concluded

that given its capabilities, the A-10 is fully capable of performing BAI

missions. For a good examination of the capabilities of the A-10 in the BAI

role see "A Comparison of the USAF Projected A-10 Employment In Europe and the

Luftwaffe Schlactqeswader Experience On the Eastern Front In World War II" by

Lonnie Otis Ratley III, Naval Postgraduate School, March 1977.
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